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The WP5 team of the DIAMAS project designed a follow-up survey to investigate the funding 

practices of IPSPs more deeply. We examined the proportion of Diamond publishing within the 

same IPSP by output type, and the capability to plan for the future. We also enquired about 

spending priorities, reasons for fundraising and the amount of work required, and asked about 

views on institutional publishing funding. 

 

The project sent the follow-up survey to respondents of the DIAMAS survey (metadata and 

aggregated data available here) who agreed to be contacted. Emails used unique identifiers, 

enabling us to merge databases and easily recover information gathered from the first survey 

for more advanced cross-analysis. 

 

This follow-up survey was open during the last two months of 2023 and successfully garnered 

469 answers. After cleaning (mainly deleting blank surveys and duplicates), we retained 383 

relevant answers, a response rate of 56%. 

 

 

  

https://zenodo.org/records/10590503


Variables dictionary 
 

Glossary 

Vn: variable number 

[n] type of variable (qualitative with unique or multiple choice, text or numeric) 

 

V1 Parent_Organisation [qual, unique] 
Does the IPSP have a parent organisation? 

- Yes 

- No 

- Don’t know 

 

V2 Number_FTE [qual, unique] 
How many paid staff are directly employed or contracted by the IPSP (i.e., editorial, 

production and operational staff in Full-Time Equivalent (FTE))? 

 

V3 IP_SP [qual, unique] 
What type of IPSP do you represent? 

- Institutional publisher (the entity that controls publishing operations) 

- Service provider to institutional publishers (an entity tasked by an Institution or an 

institutional publisher with carrying out specific services) 

 

V4 IPSP_activity [qual, multiple] 
Which of the following does the IPSP publish or provide a service for? 

- Academic journals 

- Academic books 

- Other outputs (conference output, grey literature, datasets…) 

 

V4.1 IPSP_activity_journals [qual, unique] 
Which of the following does the IPSP publish or provide a service for? : Academic journals 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V4.2 IPSP_activity_books [qual, unique] 
Which of the following does the IPSP publish or provide a service for? : Academic books 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V4.3 IPSP_activity_otheroutputs [qual, unique] 
Which of the following does the IPSP publish or provide a service for? : Other outputs 

(conference output, grey literature, datasets?) 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V5. Diamond_publishing [qual, unique] 
Do you currently publish (or provide services) using the diamond model, where “diamond” is 

defined as not charging authors or readers to either publish or read? 



- Yes, all our outputs are diamond 

- Some of our outputs are diamond 

- No, none of our outputs are diamond 

 

 

V6. Diamond_journals [qual, unique] 
[filter: “Some” at V6 and “Academic journals” at Q5] 
 

What proportion of the journals you provide service for are under a diamond model? 

- A minor part of our journals are diamond 

- About half our journals are diamond 

- Most of our journals are diamond 

- All of our journals are diamond 

 

V7. Diamond_books [qual, unique] 
[filter: “Some” at V6 and “Academic books” at Q5] 
 

What proportion of the books you provide service for are under a diamond model? 

- A minor part of our books are diamond 

- About half our books are diamond 

- Most of our books are diamond 

- All of our books are diamond 

 

V8. Diamond_otheroutputs [qual, unique] 
[filter: “Some” at V6 and “Other” at Q5] 
 

What proportion of outputs, other than academic journals and books, that you provide service 

for are under a diamond model? 

- A minor part of our other outputs are diamond 

- About half our journals are diamond 

- Most of our other outputs are diamond 

- All of our other outputs are diamond 

 

 

V9. Models_NonDiamond [qual, multiple] 
[filter: “Some” at V6 AND not “All” at V7 or V8 or V9]  
 

For non-diamond publications, what main funding model(s) does the IPSP use? 

- we use a subscription model 

- we use the author pays model 

- we use other funding models (e.g. freemium, pay-per-view…) 

- some outputs are only available in print 

 

V9.1 Models_NonDiamond_Subscription 
For non-diamond publications, what main funding model does the IPSP use? : we use a 

subscription model 

- Checked 

- NA 

 



V9.2 Models_NonDiamond_Authorpays 
For non-diamond publications, what main funding model does the IPSP use? : we use the 

author pays model 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V9.3 Models_NonDiamond_Othermodels 
For non-diamond publications, what main funding model does the IPSP use? : we use other 

funding models (e.g. freemium, pay-per-view?) 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V9.4 Models_NonDiamond_PrintOntly 
For non-diamond publications, what main funding model does the IPSP use? : some outputs 

are only available in print 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V10. Models_outputs [qual, multiple] 
[filter: “None” at V6] 
 

For your outputs, what main funding model(s) does the IPSP use?  

- we use a subscription model 

- we use the author pays model 

- we use other funding models (e.g. freemium, pay-per-view…) 

 

V10.1 Models_outputs_Subscription 
For your outputs, what main funding model(s) does the IPSP use?  : we use a subscription 

model 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V10.2 Models_outputs_Authorpays 
For your outputs, what main funding model(s) does the IPSP use?  : we use the author pays 

model 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V10.3 Models_outputs_Othermodels 
For your outputs, what main funding model(s) does the IPSP use?  : we use other funding 

models (e.g. freemium, pay-per-view?) 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V11. Resources_Evolution [qual, unique] 
In the last 3 years (2019-2022), have your resources? 

- Increased 

- Decreased 

- Stayed approximately the same 



- Our organisation didn’t exist in 2019 

- I don’t know 

 

V12. Activities_Evolution [qual, unique] 
In the last 3 years (2019-2022), has the volume of your publishing activities and services? 

- Increased 

- Decreased 

- Stayed approximately the same 

- Our organisation didn’t exist in 2019 

- I don’t know 

 

V13. FinancialBuffer [qual, unique] 
Do you have a financial buffer and / or the capability to continue activities if income streams 

are disrupted? 

- Yes, for more than 2 years 

- Yes, for 1-2 years 

- Yes, for 6-12 months 

- Yes, for less than 6 months 

- We can continue our operations (even if it reduces our activities in terms of outputs 

volume or functionalities) without funding 

- No, we don’t 

- No, we don’t have the right to have a buffer 

- Don’t know 

 
 

V14. Statements [qual, multiple] 
Which of the following statements for your current status applies to you?  

- our resources are adjusted to our current and future activities 

- we don’t know whether we can offer the same service in the next few years due to a 

lack of resources 

- we would like to grow or expand our services, but currently can’t due to a lack of 

resources 

- we would like to improve our services, but currently can’t due to a lack of resources 

- we have some resources for experiments, innovations and developments 

- we are regularly at the risk of having to close down 

 

V14.1 Statements_ResourcesAdjusted [qual, unique] 
Which of the following statements for your current status applies to you?  : our resources are 

adjusted to our current and future activities 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V14.2 Statements_Sameness [qual, unique] 
Which of the following statements for your current status applies to you?  : we don’t know 

whether we can offer the same service in the next few years due to a lack of resources 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V14.3 Statements_Expansion [qual, unique] 



Which of the following statements for your current status applies to you?  : we would like to 

grow or expand our services, but currently can’t due to a lack of resources 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V14.4 Statements_Improvement [qual, unique] 
Which of the following statements for your current status applies to you?  : we would like to 

improve our services, but currently can’t due to a lack of resources 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V14.5 Statements_Expriments [qual, unique] 
Which of the following statements for your current status applies to you?  : we have some 

resources for experiments, innovations and developments 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V14.6 Statements_ClosingRisk [qual, unique] 
Which of the following statements for your current status applies to you?  : we are regularly at 

the risk of having to close down 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V15. ReasonsGrants [qual, multiple] 
Reasons for looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: (Tick all that 

apply) 

- we need them to cover operational costs 

- we need funds to cover deficits 

- this is standard practice 

- we use them to innovate and add more services / functionalities 

- we do so when opportunities present themselves 

- we never look for grants, subsidies or sponsorship 

 

V15.1 ReasonsGrants_OperationalCosts [qual, unique] 
Reasons for looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: we need 

them to cover operational costs 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V15.2 ReasonsGrants_Deficits [qual, unique] 
Reasons for looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: we need 

funds to cover deficits 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V15.3 ReasonsGrants_Standard [qual, unique] 
Reasons for looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: this is 

standard practice 

- Checked 



- NA 

 

V15.4 ReasonsGrants_Innovation [qual, unique] 
Reasons for looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: we use them 

to innovate and add more services / functionalities 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V15.4 ReasonsGrants_Opportunities [qual, unique] 
Reasons for looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include:  we do so 

when opportunities present themselves 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V15.4 ReasonsGrants_Never [qual, unique] 
Reasons for looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: we never 

look for grants, subsidies or sponsorship 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V16. ReasonsNotGrants [qual, multiple] 
Reasons for not looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: (Tick all 

that apply) 

- we do not have the capacity to do so 

- we do not need them 

- this is standard practice 

- we always look for grants, subsidies or sponsorship 

 

V16.1 ReasonsNotGrants_Capacity [qual, unique] 
Reasons for not looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: we do 

not have the capacity to do so 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V16.2 ReasonsNotGrants_NoNeed [qual, unique] 
Reasons for not looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: we do 

not need them 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V16.3 ReasonsNotGrants_Standard [qual, unique] 
Reasons for not looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: this is 

standard practice 

- Checked 

- NA 

 

V16.4 ReasonsNotGrants_Always [qual, unique] 
Reasons for not looking for or applying for grants, subsidies or sponsorship include: we 

always look for grants, subsidies or sponsorship 



- Checked 

- NA 

 

V17.1 FundersRequest_OA [qual, unique] 
Have some funders requested or required you to make any of the following changes: 

Immediate full OA was compulsory 

- We did it to get the funding 

- We have done it or would have done it anyway 

- Funders have not requested a change 

 

V17.2 FundersRequest_Licence [qual, unique] 
Have some funders requested or required you to make any of the following changes: Funder 

imposed a given licence for content 

- We did it to get the funding 

- We have done it or would have done it anyway 

- Funders have not requested a change 

 

V17.3 FundersRequest_Rights [qual, unique] 
Have some funders requested or required you to make any of the following changes: 

Publishing rights had to stay with the authors 

- We did it to get the funding 

- We have done it or would have done it anyway 

- Funders have not requested a change 

 

V17.4 FundersRequest_Format [qual, unique] 
Have some funders requested or required you to make any of the following changes: A given 

publishing format was required (e.g. Epub, XML?) 

- We did it to get the funding 

- We have done it or would have done it anyway 

- Funders have not requested a change 

 

V17.4 FundersRequest_AuthorPays [qual, unique] 
Have some funders requested or required you to make any of the following changes: 

Adopting an “author pays” model was necessary 

- We did it to get the funding 

- We have done it or would have done it anyway 

- Funders have not requested a change 

 

V18.1 PermanentFunding_Editing [qual, unique] 
If you were able to secure more permanent funding, which activities would you fund: 

copyediting, language editing [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V18.2 PermanentFunding_Development [qual, unique] 
 If you were able to secure more permanent funding, which activities would you fund: 

development of publishing functionalities or services [their rank of priority] 



- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V18.3 PermanentFunding_Graphics [qual, unique] 
 If you were able to secure more permanent funding, which activities would you fund: 

graphics, design, layout, format production [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V18.4 PermanentFunding_Personnel [qual, unique] 
 If you were able to secure more permanent funding, which activities would you fund: 

personnel costs [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V18.5 PermanentFunding_ParentOrga [qual, unique] 
 If you were able to secure more permanent funding, which activities would you 

fund: supporting other costs of the parent organisation [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V18.6 PermanentFunding_InnovaEdit [qual, unique] 
 If you were able to secure more permanent funding, which activities would you fund:  

 innovating the editorial process [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V18.7 PermanentFunding_Visibility [qual, unique] 
If you were able to secure more permanent funding, which activities would you fund: search 

and visibility optimisation [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V18.8 PermanentFunding_Translation [qual, unique] 
If you were able to secure more permanent funding, which activities would you fund: 

translation services [their rank of priority] 

- 1 



- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V18.9 PermanentFunding_Archive [qual, unique] 
 If you were able to secure more permanent funding, which activities would you fund: online 

hosting, archiving and preservation [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 
 

V19.1 OnetimeFunding_Editing [qual, unique] 
If you received one-time funding which was not restricted to any particular funder’s strategy, 

which activities would you fund: copyediting, language editing [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V19.2 OnetimeFunding_Development [qual, unique] 
If you received one-time funding which was not restricted to any particular funder’s strategy, 

which activities would you fund: development of publishing functionalities or services [their 

rank of priority] 

 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V19.3 OnetimeFunding_Graphics [qual, unique] 
If you received one-time funding which was not restricted to any particular funder’s strategy, 

which activities would you fund: graphics, design, layout, format production [their rank of 

priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V19.4 OnetimeFunding_Personnel [qual, unique] 
If you received one-time funding which was not restricted to any particular funder’s strategy, 

which activities would you fund: personnel costs [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V19.5 OnetimeFunding_ParentOrga [qual, unique] 



If you received one-time funding which was not restricted to any particular funder’s strategy, 

which activities would you fund: supporting other costs of the parent organisation  [their rank 

of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V19.6 OnetimeFunding_InnovaEdit [qual, unique] 
If you received one-time funding which was not restricted to any particular funder’s strategy, 

which activities would you fund: innovating the editorial process [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V19.7 OnetimeFunding_Visibility [qual, unique] 
If you received one-time funding which was not restricted to any particular funder’s strategy, 

which activities would you fund: search and visibility optimisation [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V19.8 OnetimeFunding_Translation [qual, unique] 
If you received one-time funding which was not restricted to any particular funder’s strategy, 

which activities would you fund: translation services [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V19.9 OnetimeFunding_Archive [qual, unique] 
If you received one-time funding which was not restricted to any particular funder’s strategy, 

which activities would you fund: online hosting, archiving and preservation [their rank of 

priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V20.1 CoverCosts_Journals_AuthorsGrants [qual, unique] 
Who should cover the cost for your service's OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic journals in your opinion? : authors covering the costs of 

publishing from their research grants [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 



 

V20.2 CoverCosts_Journals_AuthorsResources [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service's OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic journals in your opinion? : authors covering the costs of 

publishing from their own personal resources [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V20.3 CoverCosts_Journals_Librairies [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service's OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic journals in your opinion? : libraries interested in your outputs 

(through donations, membership models, Subscribe to Open or freemium services,etc) [their 

rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V20.4 CoverCosts_Journals_OAfundsInstitutions [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service's OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic journals in your opinion? : authors’ institutions (or their 

libraries) from dedicated OA funds for their employees [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V20.5 CoverCosts_Journals_PublicBodies [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service's OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic journals in your opinion? : local / or national public bodies 

through subsidies or grants, including ministries [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V20.6 CoverCosts_Journals_GlobalSchemes [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service's OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic journals in your opinion? : global funding schemes available to 

any publisher or service provider [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V20.7 CoverCosts_Journals_ResearchOrga [qual, unique] 



Who should cover the cost for your service's OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic journals in your opinion? : research funding organisations or 

agencies [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V20.8 CoverCosts_Journals_Institutions [qual, unique] 
Who should cover the cost for your service's OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic journals in your opinion? : our institutions/societies themselves, 

through monetary or in-kind support [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V20.9 CoverCosts_Journals_Print [qual, unique] 
Who should cover the cost for your service's OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic journals in your opinion? : readers through print sales [their 

rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V21.1 NotCoverCosts_Journals_AuthorsGrants [qual, unique] 
Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic journals in your opinion? :authors covering the 

costs of publishing from their research grants [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 
 

V21.2 NotCoverCosts_Journals_AuthorsResources [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic journals in your opinion? :authors covering the 

costs of publishing from their own personal resources [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V21.3 NotCoverCosts_Journals_Librairies [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic journals in your opinion? :libraries interested in 

your outputs (through donations, membership models, Subscribe to Open or freemium 

services, etc) [their rank of priority] 



- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V21.4 NotCoverCosts_Journals_OAfundsInstitutions [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic journals in your opinion? :authors’ institutions (or 

their libraries) from dedicated OA funds for their employees [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V21.5 NotCoverCosts_Journals_PublicBodies [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic journals in your opinion? :local / or national public 

bodies through subsidies or grants, including ministries [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V21.6 NotCoverCosts_Journals_GlobalSchemes [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic journals in your opinion? :global funding schemes 

available to any publisher or service provider [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V21.7 NotCoverCosts_Journals_ResearchOrga [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic journals in your opinion? :research funding 

organisations or agencies [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V21.8 NotCoverCosts_Journals_Institutions [qual, unique] 
Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic journals in your opinion? :our institutions/societies 

themselves, through monetary or in-kind support [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 



 

V21.9 NotCoverCosts_Journals_Print [qual, unique] 
Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic journals in your opinion? :readers through print 

sales [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V22.1 CoverCosts_Books_AuthorsGrants [qual, unique] 
Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic books in your opinion? : authors covering the costs of 

publishing from their research grants [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 
 

V22.2 CoverCosts_Books_AuthorsResources [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic books in your opinion? : authors covering the costs of 

publishing from their own personal resources [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V22.3 CoverCosts_Books_Librairies [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic books in your opinion? : libraries interested in your outputs 

(through donations, membership models, Subscribe to Open or freemium services,etc) [their 

rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V22.4 CoverCosts_Books_OAfundsInstitutions [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic books in your opinion? : authors’ institutions (or their libraries) 

from dedicated OA funds for their employees [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V22.5 CoverCosts_Books_PublicBodies [qual, unique] 



Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic books in your opinion? : local / or national public bodies 

through subsidies or grants, including ministries [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V22.6 CoverCosts_Books_GlobalSchemes [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic books in your opinion? : global funding schemes available to 

any publisher or service provider [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V22.7 CoverCosts_Books_ResearchOrga [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic books in your opinion? : research funding organisations or 

agencies [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V22.8 CoverCosts_Books_Institutions [qual, unique] 
Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic books in your opinion? : our institutions/societies themselves, 

through monetary or in-kind support [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V22.9 CoverCosts_Books_Print [qual, unique] 
Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning academic books in your opinion? : readers through print sales [their rank 

of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V23.1 NotCoverCosts_Books_AuthorsGrants [qual, unique] 
Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic books in your opinion? : authors covering the costs 

of publishing from their research grants [their rank of priority] 

- 1 



- 2 

- 3 

- NA 
 

V23.2 NotCoverCosts_Books_AuthorsResources [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic books in your opinion? : authors covering the costs 

of publishing from their own personal resources [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V23.3 NotCoverCosts_Books_Librairies [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic books in your opinion? : libraries interested in your 

outputs (through donations, membership models, Subscribe to Open or freemium services,etc) 

[their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V23.4 NotCoverCosts_Books_OAfundsInstitutions [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic books in your opinion? : authors’ institutions (or 

their libraries) from dedicated OA funds for their employees [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V23.5 NotCoverCosts_Books_PublicBodies [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic books in your opinion? : local / or national public 

bodies through subsidies or grants, including ministries [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V23.6 NotCoverCosts_Books_GlobalSchemes [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic books in your opinion? : global funding schemes 

available to any publisher or service provider [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 



 

V23.7 NotCoverCosts_Books_ResearchOrga [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic books in your opinion? : research funding 

organisations or agencies [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V23.8 NotCoverCosts_Books_Institutions [qual, unique] 
Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic books in your opinion? : our institutions/societies 

themselves, through monetary or in-kind support [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V23.9 NotCoverCosts_Books_Print [qual, unique] 
Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning academic books in your opinion? : readers through print sales 

[their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V24.1 CoverCosts_Otheroutputs_AuthorsGrants [qual, unique] 
Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your opinion? : authors 

covering the costs of publishing from their research grants [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 
 

V24.2 CoverCosts_Otheroutputs_AuthorsResources [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your opinion? : authors 

covering the costs of publishing from their own personal resources [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V24.3 CoverCosts_Otheroutputs_Librairies [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your opinion? : 



libraries interested in your outputs (through donations, membership models, Subscribe to 

Open or freemium services,etc) [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V24.4 CoverCosts_Otheroutputs_OAfundsInstitutions [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your opinion? : 

authors’ institutions (or their libraries) from dedicated OA funds for their employees [their 

rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V24.5 CoverCosts_Otheroutputs_PublicBodies [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your opinion? : local / 

or national public bodies through subsidies or grants, including ministries [their rank of 

priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V24.6 CoverCosts_Otheroutputs_GlobalSchemes [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your opinion? : global 

funding schemes available to any publisher or service provider [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V24.7 CoverCosts_Otheroutputs_ResearchOrga [qual, unique] 

Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your opinion? : 

research funding organisations or agencies [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V24.8 CoverCosts_Otheroutputs_Institutions [qual, unique] 
Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your opinion? : our 

institutions/societies themselves, through monetary or in-kind support [their rank of priority] 



- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V24.9 CoverCosts_Otheroutputs_Print [qual, unique] 
Who should cover the cost for your service’s OA publications or publication 

services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your opinion? : readers 

through print sales [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V25.1 NotCoverCosts_Otheroutputs_AuthorsGrants [qual, unique] 
Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your 

opinion? : authors covering the costs of publishing from their research grants [their rank of 

priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 
 

V25.2 NotCoverCosts_Otheroutputs_AuthorsResources [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your 

opinion? : authors covering the costs of publishing from their own personal resources [their 

rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V25.3 NotCoverCosts_Otheroutputs_Librairies [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your 

opinion? : libraries interested in your outputs (through donations, membership models, 

Subscribe to Open or freemium services,etc) [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V25.4 NotCoverCosts_Otheroutputs_OAfundsInstitutions [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your 

opinion? : authors’ institutions (or their libraries) from dedicated OA funds for their 

employees [their rank of priority] 



- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V25.5 NotCoverCosts_Otheroutputs_PublicBodies [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your 

opinion? : local / or national public bodies through subsidies or grants, including ministries 

[their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V25.6 NotCoverCosts_Otheroutputs_GlobalSchemes [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your 

opinion? : global funding schemes available to any publisher or service provider [their rank of 

priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V25.7 NotCoverCosts_Otheroutputs_ResearchOrga [qual, unique] 

Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your 

opinion? : research funding organisations or agencies [their rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V25.8 NotCoverCosts_Otheroutputs_Institutions [qual, unique] 
Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your 

opinion? : our institutions/societies themselves, through monetary or in-kind support [their 

rank of priority] 

- 1 

- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 

V25.9 NotCoverCosts_Otheroutputs_Print [qual, unique] 
Who should not bear the responsibility for financing your service’s OA publications or 

publication services concerning other outputs than academic journals and books in your 

opinion? : readers through print sales [their rank of priority] 

- 1 



- 2 

- 3 

- NA 

 


